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Policy on Reviews 

One of the most difficult features to maintain in the NHB is the Reviews section. It 
has always been hard to get people to write book reviews. If a reviewer is not enthusiastic 
about the chore， or doesn't have the time to do it properly， it shows. 1 think it is time to 
shift the policy a bit on reviews， to make them a more useful feature for readers. 

The pu中oseof the Reviews section is to make readers aware of recent publications 
on natural history of relevanceωThailand， and to evaluate their merit. It is the second 
of these functions that frequently produces headaches for the Honorary Editor， for several 
reasons. First， 1 must try to see白紙 thisis done fairly and objectively. In U.S. journals， 
for example， it is a1ways possible to find a reasonably objective reviewer， as nearly any 
special field of research contains several hundred qualified experts. A reviewer， to be 
objective， should not be a colleague or friend of the author being reviewed， and also should 
not be strong competitor in the mind of either pぽ ty.Researchers in Thailand on any given 
topic， however， are usually few in number， so that finding the ideal “objective" reviewer 
is difficult if not impossible. Either potential reviewers are friends and colleagues， or else 
competitors ready to pillory the author's book if given the chance. 

One way around血isproblem is to seek a qualified reviewer abroad. 1 have done this 
on several occasions， and it usually produces an unsatisfactory review because the reviewer 
is unfarniliar with the local context and value of the work. The author feels shortchanged 
because the reviewer， though competent， did not appreciate the importance of his work or 
the conditions under which it was carried out. A case in point is the review of the Forests 
for the Future booklet published by the Forest Restoration Research Unit at Chiang Mai 
University: the reviewer did not fully appraise the work on its own terms， even though his 
relatively sp紅 secomments were technically valid. 

Once 1 receive a commissioned review， 1 cannot a1ter it to place the work reviewed 
in a better Iight. On occasion 1 have returned it to the reviewer with a request for 
additional analysis. As with any submitted material， the only grounds on which 1 will 
reject it are (1) it contains ad hominem comments (e.g.， negative comments on the ability 
or qualifications of another person; (2) it is written in substandard English style; or (3) it 
contains (in my opinion) unscientific or unsubstantiated statements. 

A reviewer should be familiar with the local context-and sometimes even the local 
culture-to write a meaningful review. Therefore 1 am not going to rely much on foreign 
reviewers unless they have a special interest in Thailand. 

Another problem sometimes 0∞urs when scientific “experts" review the work of 
創nateurswhich does not measure up to professional standards. Books by amateurs (阻d
1 should add amateurish works by professionals) play a very useful and important role and 
will be of int巴restto many of our readers， even though白eydo not con凶butemuch if 
anything to science. These should also be reviewed on their own terms， with their own 
mission in mind. If someone gives me a review which seems overly negative， 1 may reject 
it with the argument that， well， if this book is all that bad， then why should we waste the 
readers' time with it. It is better to ignore it. 

1 enjoy reading fair and informative reviews， such as those白atappear in top quality 
journals such as the U.S. weekly Science. When 1 see a lot of negative comments， 
however， 1 think it unfair， because the high pedestal from which the reviewer speaks is 
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undeserved， and the auth'Or 'Of the w'Ork under review usually has n'O chance t'O reply. 
Negative c'Omments 'Oftenjust reflect a na汀'Owness'Or bias in出ereviewer which undeservedly 

tamishes the b'O'Ok. A c'Onscienti'Ous reviewer wi1l take pains t'O present the w'Ork in a way 
that d'Oes justice t'O the auth'Or's intenti'Ons， with'Out being t'O'O judgmental; but if the w'Ork 

itself seems biased 'Or c'Ontr'Oversial， the reviewer may als'O p'Oint this 'Out and present 

alternati ve sides 'Of the issue. 
An'Other s'Ource 'Of 'Our difficulty is the app紅'entreluctance 'Of Thai sch'Olars t'O c'Omment 

'On 'Others' w'Ork. T'O d'O s'O vi'Olates a cultural n'Orm; it is n'Ot proper t'O directly criticize 

'Other pe'Ople in a public f'Orum if y'Ou wish t'O maintain any s'Ort 'Of n'Ormal， friendly 
relati'Ons. The Journal of the Siam Society d'Oes maintain a vig'Or'Ous review secti'On， but 
the reviews are nearly all by f'Oreigners r巴viewingeach 'Other's b'O'Oks， plus a few Thais 
wh'O have leamed t'O wear Westem cultural訂m'Or.

The NHB thus cann'Ot h'Ope t'O 'Obtain enthusiastic inf'Ormative reviews 'Of every relevant 
w'Ork published in 'Or ab'Out Thailand. We wi1l町 t'O'Obtain such reviews when we can find 

suitably inf'Ormed reviewers， but出issti1l leaves a gap. T'O fill it， We wi1l establish a 

secti'On f'Or “Recent publicati'Ons，" which will be listed and ann'Otated with brief inf'Ormati'On 
'On c'Ontents and pu中'Ose，and 'Ordering inf'Ormati'On. This will be d'One with the help 'Of the 
edit'Orial b'Oard， and any member 'Or reader wh'O finds佃 ynew publicati'On w'O抗hy'Of n'Otice. 

“Recent publicati'Ons" will c'Over l'Ocal publicati'Ons that 'Our f'Oreign readers may n'Ot be 
'Otherwise be aware 'Of， and s'O it will be 'Of p紅 ticularinterest t'O th'Ose abroad. 

Warren Y. Brockelman 
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